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We extend the nonlinear scattering theory and apply it to Schrijdinger and 
Klein-Gordon equations with various kinds of nonlinear terms, including some 
nonlocal ones. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 11) we discussed the scattering theory of the equation 
du 
-=A($4 $Pu, 
dt 
where A, is a linear operator and P is a nonlinear operator on a Hilbert 
space X, assuming that the solutions of (51) enjoy a conservation law. We 
showed that under certain conditions the scattering operator S is a 
homeomorphism of a whole neighborhood of 0 in X. 
In Section 2 we present a slight generalization of the main theorem of [ 11. 
by introducing a new free parameter r. In Section 3 we apply it to the 
equation 
iu, -Au + h(lul) arg u = 0, (N=) 
where 
and 
Jh’(s)l <c IsJP-‘, x = H’(R”) 
1 + 4/n ,< p < 1 + 4/(n - 2) 
In 111 we required p = 1 + 4/n. 
(52) 
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In Section 4 we apply it to the Schrodinger equation with a “cubic 
convolution” interaction term 
iu, -Au + (V* lul’)u = 0, (c-1 
where * denotes the convolution in R” and V is an even real function on R”. 
The study of this equation was begun in (21. Our main result is valid if, for 
instance, 
I V(x)1 < C/lx12 (n > 3). (53) 
In Section 5 we consider the Klein-Gordon equation with a cubic 
convolution term 
u,,-Au+u+(V*~u~*)u=O. (CCKG) 
The study of this equation was begun in [5]. In this case again, the main 
result on scattering is valid if V satisfies (53). A more general interaction 
term we could treat is [V * h(u)] h’(u), but we refrain from doing so. In 
Section 6 we show that our generalization does not improve the results of [I] 
in the case of (NLKG), the Klein-Gordon equation with a nonlinear term 
h(u). In Section 7 we apply the theory to a coupled system of Klein-Gordon 
and Schrodinger equations. 
2. THE SCATTERING OPERATOR, REVISITED 
Hypotheses 
Let X,, X,, X, and X, be Banach spaces with X,, X, and X, continuously 
embedded in X.,. Let X2 E X be uniformly convex. Let X 17 X, be dense in X 
and in X,. 
Let Uo(t) be a strongly continuous one-parameter group of linear 
isometries on X. Let U,(t), restricted to X n Xi, have a continuous linear 
extension from X, to X, with norm <c ] t ] -’ for t # 0. Let U,(t), restricted to 
xnx,, have a continuous linear extension from X, to X, with 
U,(t) U,(s)f = U,(t + s)f for all f E X, and all real t, s. 
(II) Let P be an operator which takes a neighborhood of 0 in X, into 
Xi. Assume that PO = 0 and 
IW - WI G WI3 + I g13)p-’ If - 439 
where p and c are constants, 
Assume that 
0 < l/p < d < 1. (50) 
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(VI) Let G be a functional which maps a neighborhood of 0 in X, into 
R and which is lower semi-continuous and is continuous at 0. 
(VII) Let r= (p- l)/(l -d) and let Z = L’(R, X,) n B(R, X,). 
Whenever 1 is a time interval, s E Z, f E X, u E Z with // ujjz suff%ziently 
small, and u satisfies the equation 
u(f) = U,(t)./- + (' U,(t - r)Pu(r)dr (*,./'I 
in the interval 1. then u E C(Z, X) and 
4 l4fX + G(u@)) is independent of [. (9) 
THEOREM 16. (a) I’f- E X and U,(.)f- E L’((-00. 0),X,) then there 
e.rists a time T > -co and a unique solution of the equation (* _ ~~, f _ ) in the 
time intewal (--co, Tj satisf@ng the conditions of Theorem 3 of [ 1 1. 
(b) There exists 6 > 0 such that iff_ E X artd UO(. jf- E L’(R, X, j 
and I/ ff,(. ) f _ 11% < 6, then the solution u exists for a/i time, u & C(R, X) f? 
L’(R, X,) and there exists fi E X satisfying the conditions of Theorem I oj 
Ill. 
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 1 of 111, we have 
Instead of taking the Lpi’ norm in time, we take the L’ norm, obtaining 
since 
1 + l/r = d + p/r 
by definition of r. As in (15) we write 
Otherwise, Lemma 1 holds verbatim. There is no change in Lemmas 2-7 or 
Theorems 1 and 3 except to replace p $ 1 by r in a few obvious places and 
to replace !‘ sm2 dr by j jr/ ‘i”‘r-p) d7 in the proofs of Lemmas 4 and 5. 
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Theorems 1 and 3 are the special case of Theorem 16 with d = 2/(p + 1) 
and r = p + 1. Letf- E X with small norm. By (IV), U,(.)f- E Lp+‘(R, X,). 
By (IV), XcX, so that U,(.)f- E C(R,X) c C(R, X,). By Lemma 7, 
1 UO(t)flj -+ 0 as t -+ &co. Hence U,,(.)f- E Z with small norm. 
Theorems 5 and 6 are also essentially a special case of Theorem 16 since 
VC L’(R, X,). 
The analogues of Theorems 4 and 7 are also obviously valid under the 
present hypotheses. 
3. NLS, REVISITED 
THEOREM 17. Let Ih’(s)l <c JsI~-~, wherep satisfies (52) (andp < 00 in 
case n = 1 or 2). Then all the conclusions of Theorems 8 and 2 are valid 
except hat the integrability condition is replaced by 
1 (f,~,p+ldx)n’p+l’dt < 00, 
. . 
where r is given below. 
Proof: We choose X = W”‘, X, = Lm and X, = Lq with m and q to be 
determined. Condition (II) on the nonlinearity requires pm = q. The 
condition U,(t): X, --)X1 requires m and q to be dual indices, hence 
q = p + 1 and m = (p + 1)/p. Furthermore, 
d= n/2 - n/q = (n/2)(p - l)/(p + 1). 
Requirement (50) means that r(n) < p < 1 + 4/(n - 2) as in Theorem 9. The 
other hypotheses of Theorem 16 are checked exactly as in Theorem 8. 
To prove Theorem 17, it remains to show that iff- E X, then U,(.)f- E 
L’(R, X,), where r = (p - l)/( 1 - d). That is, we must show that 
U,(e): x-, L’(R, Lq) 3 L’(L4). (54) 
This is a property of the free Schrodinger equation (LS). In the (l/q, l/r) 
plane, let us look at the set 9 of points such that U,,(.): X --) L’(Lq). We 
know that U,(e): L2 --) Lm(L2) since the Schrijdinger equation preserves the 
Lz norm. By Sobolev’s inequality, U,,(e): W’*‘-+ Loo(W’**) c Loo(Lq4) for 
l/q, = 1 - l/n. Strichartz [7] proved that U,,(.): L2 -+ Lq6(Lq6), where l/q, = 
f - l/(n + 2). By Sobolev’s inequality, U,(.): W’*2 -+ Lq6(Wlvq6) c Lq6(Lqs), 
where l/q, = f - l/(n + 2) - l/n. Therefore the following four points belong 
to 9: 
A= ($0) A’= (J&,0), B= (y-), B+p&.). 
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By interpolation, .Y contains the solid parallelogram with these four vertices. 
See Fig. 1. 
We are interested in the curve K: 
1 l-d 1 - n/2 f n/q 1 1 n -=-= -- 
r P-l q-2 =-1 + 2 -4/q 2q 
in the (I/q, l/r) plane (for n > 3). This curve is increasing from the point A’ 
to the point B. Hence this portion of K belongs to Y. Therefore (54) is valid 
if I/q, < l/q < l/q,. This means 1 + 4/n < p ,< 1 + 4/(n - 2). In the case of 
low dimensions we just take the portion of the parallelogram which meets the 
unit square. 
4. THE SCHR~DINGER EQUATION WITH A CUBIC CONVOLUTION 
We consider the equation (CCS) where V is a real function on R” such 
that V(-x) = V(x). 
THEOREM 18. Let V E L’(R”). (a) If n/2 > z > n/4 and z > 1, then all 
the conclusions of Theorems 8 and 2 are valid, with the integrabilit~v 
‘\ : ,I : \ ‘\ :. /.: / ‘1 .: / :/ ::/ :‘/ \ .‘/ i 
FIG. 1. The set .ic, where U,(.): IV’.‘+ L’(L’) for LS. 
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condition replaced by u E L’(Lq) for appropriate r and q. (b) More generally, 
if 3n/4 > z > n/4 and z > 1, then the conclusions of Theorem 9 are valid for 
f_ E Wls2(Rn) ~7 Lm(R”) with the integrability condition u E L’(Lq). (See the 
proof for the definitions of r, q and m.) 
ProojI Again we choose X= W’,‘, X, = Lm and X, = Lq. Condition (II) 
on the nonlinearity requires the following: 
uELq~lul2EL4/*jV*ju]*ELs 
=s- (V* lu12)u E Lrn, 
where 
and 
1 1 1 
-=4+s3 m 
so that 
‘= l+&$ 
Z 
(55) 
Since U,(t): X, + X,, we require m-’ + q-’ = 1 and d = n/2 - n/q. 
Therefore 
-,2-Q 1 and 
Z 9 
d=;. 
Since the nonlinear term is cubic, p = 3 and the basic requirement (50) 
becomes 3n/4 > z > n/4. The conservation law (9) is obtained formally from 
(CCS) by the identity 
Re(V* /u/~)u. u’dx=+j (V* iu\2)(lu]2)ldx 
=$$\(V*juj’)lul’dx, (56) 
valid for real even v. So the functional G is 
G(f) = a f (V * If\‘) lfl’ dx. 
Note that f ELq~(V*~f~2)fELm~(V~~f~2)(f(2EL1~/G(f)(<a, 
since q and m are dual indices. 
The proof of (VII) is similar to its proof in Theorem 8. We approximate V 
by a sequence of functions V,, E W’,OO(R”). For each v the map P,: f + 
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(I’,. * ]fj’)f is then locally Lipschitz from X to X. We solve the equation 
with V,. and we call the solution u,(x, t). This solution satisfies the energy 
identity with I’,.. We use weak compactness to pass to the limit and reverse 
the roles of s and t as in ] I]. This completes the proof of Part (b). 
In order to prove Part (a) of Theorem 18, we require (54). where 
I *-dz1 -=- y’” 
r 2 2 4’2q’ 
This represents the line L in the (I/q, I/r) plane through A’ and (f, j). It 
intersects the parallelogram AA’B’B in the line segment with the end points 
A’ and Q,. See Fig. 1. The point A’ = (4 - l/n, 0) corresponds to z = n/4. 
The point Q, = (4 - 1/(2n), l/4) is the intersection of L and the line AB and 
it corresponds to z = n/2. This means that (54) is valid if n/4 < z < n/2. 
Remark. If we used the spaces X, = IVk+’ and ,Y, = I+*%“’ as in 
Theorem 10, we would allow smooth functions V such that V E L’ + L ’ with 
z < 3t?/4 (n > 1) and obtain a conclusion like Theorem 18(b). 
COROLLARY. Theorem 18 is also valid if V is of “weak-type” L’ with the 
same restrictions on z and 1 c z < co. In particular, it is ralid ij 
2 < u < min(4, n) forpart (a), 
$ < u < min(4, n) for part (b). 
ProoJ The only property of V required was that f --) V * f carry Ly” 
into L ‘. Therefore no change in necessary in the proof (cf. [ 6 I). The space of 
functions of weak-type Lz is sometimes denoted L(z, co) or M’ and called 
the Marcinkiewicz space. 
5. THE KLEIN-GORDON EQUATION WITH A CUBIC CONVOLUTION 
We consider the equation (CCKG), where V is an even real function on 
R” and where u is real. 
THEOREM 19. Let V E L’(R”). 
(a) If n/2 > z > (n + I)/4 and z > 1, then all the conclusions of 
Theorem 11 are valid, with the integrability condition replaced by u E L’(Lq) 
.for appropriate r and q. 
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(b) More generally, if 3n/4 > L > (n + 1)/4, then the conclusions of 
Theorem 12 are valid for f- E [ W’,‘n W’,m] 0 [L’ f? Lm] with the 
integrability condition IA E L’(Lq) for appropriate r, q and m. 
Proof We choose X = WI*’ 0 L2, X, = Lq @ W-‘*q and X, = {O} @ Lm, 
where m and q are to be determined. Condition (II) on the nonlinearity 
requires: 
[U,u,]EX,~uELqjU2EL~2jV*U2ELS 
3 (V * d)u E Lrn 2 P[u, ut] E X,) 
provided (55) is valid, that is, 
‘=(+)(;)+f(l-+). 
4 
We denote by T(t) the operator f- g, where UJt): [O,f] -+ [g, h]. The 
requirement on U,,(t) means that T(t): L” -+ Lq with norm O(j tl-d). 
According to the results of [4], this is true if and only if (l/m, l/q) E 6, 
where d is the closed triangle with the vertices 
P,= ;+- 
( 
1 1 
----&), P,= (+----&+& n+1’2 
1 1 
P,= ( ++-, n-l L 2 n-l’ 1 
See Fig. 2. The precise value of d is also given in [4]; it is a piecewise linear 
function on &. 
For given z, (58) represents a line in the (I/m, l/q) plane of slope 3. This 
line is required to intersect K. The low dimensions are degenerate, so for 
simplicity assume n > 3. The slope of the line P2P, is l/n, which is less than 
the slope of (58). Therefore the smallest possible value of z occurs when the 
line (58) is as “low” as possible; that is, when it passes through the vertex 
P,. From (55) this means that 
-l-G 1+ (++&)-3 (+-&) or z>J$-. 
Z 
Furthermore we require inequality (50) with p = 3. Actually we have 
d < n/(n + 2) < 1 everywhere in 6. The largest possible value of z occurs 
when the line (58) is as “high” as possible but still intersects the region 
(d > f }. This corresponds to the line which passes through the point N (cf. 
Fig. 2). At N we have l/m + l/q = 1 and 4 = n/2 - n/q. So by (55) we have 
l/z = 2 - 4/q = 4/(3n). This means that z must be less than 3n/4. 
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FIG. 2. The triangle K, The region (d > 4) is shaded. 
The other hypotheses of Theorem 16 are easy to verify as in [ 11. Indeed, 
the identity (56) (for realf) implies the conservation law. The functional G 
is 
In case V E L’ with z > n/3, z > 1, the map P is locally Lipschitz from X 
into X and (VII) is valid (see 151). In the opposite case, 1 <z < n/3, we 
approximate V by Y, E Lm(R”) and proceed as before. This completes the 
proof of Part (b) of Theorem 19. 
In order to prove Part (a), we require U,(.): X-t L’(Z?, X,) or, 
equivalently, 
T(.): L2 -+ L’(L4), (59) 
where r = (p - I)/( 1 - d) = 2/(1 - d). Let 2 be the set of points (l/q, l/r) 
for which this is valid. By energy conservation, 7’(e): L’-+ Lm(Wls2) c 
Lm(Lq4), where l/q, = l/2 - l/n. Therefore the points A = (l/2,0) and A’ = 
(l/q,, 0) belong to 9. Strichartz [7] proved that T(.): W-“2*2 --) Lq(Lq) for 
l/2 - I/(n + 1) SE l/q, < l/q < l/q, z l/2 - I/(n + 2). 
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Therefore T(.): L2 -+ Lq6( W1’2*q6 ) c Lq6(Lqp), where l/q, = l/2 - l/(n + 2) - 
1/(2n), and T(.): L2 -+ Ly w”*,qq c LyLq’o) where l/q,, = l/2 - 
l/(n + 1) - 1/(2n). Therefore _2 contains the solid pentagon with vertices A; 
A’ B B” C” where ,, 7 3 
B = l/q,, l/qJ, B” = (l/q9 3 l/q,), C” = (v?,,~ l/Sl>. 
The point C = (l/q,, l/qi) lies inside the pentagon. See Fig. 3. A complete 
analysis of the region % may be found in [3]. 
Now we choose q and m to be dual indices. Then d is a piecewise linear 
function of l/q, namely, 
d = 2/q for l/q, < l/q < l/q,, 
= n/2 - n/q for l/q, ,< l/q ,< l/2. 
So l/r = (1 - d)/2 is also a piecewise linear function of l/q. The graph of 
l/r versus l/q is sketched in Fig. 3. It begins at Q, = (l/q,, l/(n + l)), has a 
minimum at Q6 = (l/q,, l/(n + 2)) and increases to the point (l/2, l/2). It 
exits from the pentagon at the point Q, = (l/2 - 1/(2n), l/4). Therefore 
i 
FIG. 3. The set 3, where T(.): L2 --t L’(L4) for KG. 
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(59) is valid if l/q, ,< I/q < l/2 - 1/(2n). Since l/z = 2 - 4/q, this means 
4/(2n) ,< l/z < 4/(n + I), or n/2 > z > (n + 1)/4. 
COROLLARY. Theorem 19 is also valid if V is ofi’ weak-type” L’ with the 
same restrictions on z and I < z < co. In particular, it is valid if (57) holds 
M,here 
2<c~<44n/(n+ 1) for Part (a), 
4/3 < u ,< 4n/(n + 1) for Part (b). 
Proof: We only need the behavior of V under convolutions. (ln case 
CJ = 2 it is interesting to note that d = 4 and r = 4.) 
Remark. If f- is smooth enough, we can allow V E L’ + L’ with 
z < 3n/4, as in Theorem 13. 
6. NLKG, REVISITED 
We consider 
u,, -Adu+u+h(u)=O, (NLKG) 
where j h’(s)/ < c (sip-‘. We shall show that the present techniques do not 
improve the results of [I]. We make the same choices of X, , X and X, as in 
Section 5. In order that P: X, +X,) we clearly require mp = q. Next we 
require T(t): L” -+ Lq with norm O(ltl-d). See Fig. 2. What is the largest 
possible value of p? It is required that the line L: I/q = (l/p)( l/m) meet the 
triangle !?. The largest p occurs when L passes through the corner P, = 
(l/2 + I/(n + I), l/2 - l/(n + 1)). This means that l/p > 1 l/2 - 
ll(n + I)[( l/2 + l/(M + l)J-’ or 
p < 1 + 4/(n - I). 
This is the same upper bound as in [I]. Now what is the smallest possible 
value of p? Since we still require d > l/p, we wish to maximize the value of 
d, subject to the condition that (I/m, l/q) lies on the line L. From the values 
of d given in (4 1 this maximum occurs where the line L meets the line of 
duality l/m + l/q = 1. This means that q = p + I, so that the smallest value 
of p occurs when d = n/2 - n/(p + 1) = (np - n)/(2p + 2). This leads to the 
restriction p > y(n) which appears in 11). 
In order to apply Theorem 16 in order to get the scattering operator to be 
a homeomorphism on a whole neighborhood of 0 in X, we also require (59). 
where r = (p - l)/( 1 - d). It is shown in [4] that d < n/(n + 2) throughout 
if. Therefore r < (p - l)(n + 2)/2. But (l/q, l/r) belongs to the pentagon 
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AA’C”B”B in Fig. 3 only if l/r < l/2 - l/(n + 2). This leads to the same 
inequality, 
1 + 4/n < p, 
which occurs in [I]. 
7. THE COUPLED KLEIN-GORDON AND SCHR~DINGER EQUATIONS 
We consider the system 
iv, - dv + h(l u (,I w I) arg v = 0, (604 
w,,-dw+k(]v(,]w[)argw=O, (6Ob) 
where h = ?ZZ/a 1~1, k = aH/a (w( and H = H((u 1, ) w]) is a real C2 function. 
Here v and w are complex functions. We assume that 
(a%/a 101~1 <C (q2 (w(~, y > 2, fJ > 2, 
(a2H/a(U(a(w((~c(vl’-JI~l”-*, 
Ia*H/aIw12I~c(u[yIw(S-*. 
We define the basic Hilbert space X to be 
X=H’@H1@i23(v,w,wJ. 
If we multiply (60a) by UI and (60b) by wt, integrate and sum, we obtain 
~({~VV(Z+~Vw~*+~w(*+~w~~z}dx+(H(~~~,~w~)dX=constant. 
Also, I Iv\* dx is a constant. 
THEOREM 20. Let p = y + 6 - 1. (a) If 1 + 4/n ,< p < 1 + 4/(n - l), 
then the wave operator exists in X and the scattering operator exists in a 
neighborhood of 0 in X in the same sense as Theorem 11. (b) If y(n) < p < 
1+4/(n-l), they exist for f-E(W1,2~L’L+p)O(W1,2nW1,‘t1’p)0 
(L2nL1+VP ) in the same sense as in Theorem 12. (c) If y(n) < p < 03, the 
analogue of Theorem 13 holds. 
Proof. We choose X, = Lq @ Lq 0 W-IV4 and X, = Lm 0 (0) 0 Lm, 
where q = p + 1 and m = 1 + l/p. We have P[v, w, w,] = -[h(JvJ, 1 WI) arg u, 
0, k(l u ),I w 1) arg w]. We require P: X, -+ X, . Indeed, 
IPI& w, WJI, <c ll~Y-lWGllm + c Il~YWb-‘llm 
< 4bll, + Il4l,)” G Cl[b w, WtlK. 
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so that Hypothesis (II) is satisfied. The generator A, of the free system CO(r) 
is 
This means that the Schriidinger (LS) and Klein-Gordon (KG) equations 
are entirely uncoupled. Hence, from the estimates in the preceding sections, 
U”(l): X, -+ X, with norm U((t I-d), where d = n/2 - n/q = (np - n)(2p - 2) 
for 1 <p< 1 +4/n and d=2/q=2/(p+ 1) for 1 +4/n<p< 1 + 
4/(n - 1). (The value of d for KG is the same or smaller than the one for 
LS.) We have G[v, w, wI] = J‘ U(lvI, /WI) dx. Hypothesis (VII) is proved in 
the same manner as before. The requirements on p are identical with those 
for the NLKG case and for the same reasons. 
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